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The purpose of the study was to investigate discriminationin tone quality and intonation. Four-hundred-eighty (480) music and nonmusic graduate and undergraduate
subjects checkedgood and bad quality/intonation classificationsby listening to each of
twenty-four oboe and flute duet performances. The duets were unaccompanied and
performed either with good or bad quality and close to equal temperament or were
adjusted 50 cents sharp between one instrument and the other. Results of the study
indicated that there was a significant difference between the music and nonmusic
majorsacross categories, with the music majors making more correct discriminations
than nonmusic students. A significant difference in subjects' indications of total intonation performance errorsshowed 38% "sharp"responsesand 62% 'flat" responses.
Thisfinding, while somewhat surprising, is consistent with prior research. Subjects
perceived more intonation errors (although incorrectly) than tone quality errors.
When indicating a preference for tone quality subjects were actually responding to
intonation variablesas opposed to quality variablesthroughout almost all of the comparisons.

Clifford K. Madsen The Florida State University, Tallahassee
John M. Geringer The Universityof Texas, Austin
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Oneof the mostimportantaspectsof performancefor anymusicianis playing or singingwithsatisfactoryintonation.A problemarises,however,in the
relationshipbetweentone qualityand intonation.These aspectshavestimulated a growinginterestin the studyof intonationaland qualityjudgmentsin
relationshipto each other. The relationshipbetweenperceptualdiscriminationandperformanceis largelyinferential,althoughauraldiscrimination
ability appearsto be a majorprerequisiteto intonationalproficiency.This study
wasundertakento investigatepatternsofjudgmentaldiscriminations
andpreferenceswith regardto tone qualityversusintonationof flute and oboe duet
performances of simple melodies.
The experimental study of auditory phenomena constitutes a major portion
Requests for reprints should be sent to Clifford Madsen, Center for Music Research, The
Florida State University, Tallahassee 32306.
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of the scientific investigation of relevant variables in musical performance.
Subtle discriminationsof the ear to frequencychange, intensity, and duration
have long been investigated. Previousstudieshave focused upon the relationof
pitch to intensity (Morgan, Garner, and Galambos, 1951; Stevens, 1935), the
differential sensitivityof the ear to pitch changes with successivetones (second
tone higher or lower than the first), and frequencymodulations of single tones
in variousexperimentalsituations(Harris, 1952; Knudson, 1923; Kranz, 1923;
Madsen, Edmonson, & Madsen, 1969; Sergeant & Harris, 1962; Shower &
Biddulph, 1931; Vance, 1914).
Considerableresearch exists measuring perceived proclivities of pitch and
tempo in relationship to both perception and performance. It appears that
there is greateracuityin detecting pitch "flatness"combined with a tendencyto
perform toward greater "sharpness"(Cameron, 1907; Madsen, 1962, 1966,
1974; Madsen, Edmonson, & Madsen, 1969; Madsen & Geringer, 1976; Madsen, Wolfe, & Madsen, 1969; Madsen, 1960; Papich & Rainbow, 1974; Salzberg, 1980; Shoen, 1922; Siegel & Siegel, 1977; Small, 1937). Similarly, it
Figure 1-Form that subjects were to complete
Checkwhatis wrongwiththe following.Youmaycheckas manyaspectsas youchoose.
Oboe
Bad quality
Bad intonation(sharp)
Bad intonation(flat)

Nothing

Flute
Bad quality
Bad intonation(sharp)
Bad intonation(flat)

Nothing
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Figure 2-Harmonic Content of Judged Good versus Bad Flute Tone Quality
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seems that the direction of tempo discrimination is toward greater acuity to
detect "slowness"combined with a tendency for performed "fastness"(Drake,
1968; Kuhn, 1974, 1977; Kuhn & Gates, 1975; Madsen, 1979).
Studies that compare both perception and performance within the same
experiment for each subject are able to test this propensity more directly
(Geringer, 1978; Greer, 1970). However, investigations that compare various
age groups, years of music experience, or even subsequent trials also confirm
tendencies for older and more musically-experienced subjects to better discriminate slownessand flatness and to perform both faster and sharper(Kuhn,
1974, 1977; Kuhn & Gates, 1975; Madsen, 1962, 1966, 1979; Madsen, Edmonson, & Madsen, 1969; Madsen & Madsen, 1972; Madsen, Wolfe, & Madsen,
1969).
Investigation concerning the discrimination and performance of tone quality has not been extensive. One study demonstrated that timbre, not intonation, significantly influenced localization in the median sagittal plane (Butler,
1973). Principal instrument of a subject as well as instrumental preference has
also been found to influence discrimination of timbre (Bernier & Stafford,
1972). While the interrelationship of timbre and pitch has been investigated,
these studies have made use of stimuli not usually present in music (Fletcher,
1934; Jenkins, 1961; Lichte, 1941; Lichte & Gray, 1955; Plomp, 1967). However, Swaffield (1974) found that contextual factors including timbre had significant effects on tuning. Tunks (1978) found that there was an overall difference between subjects' ability to tune pairs of instruments: oboe, flute,
clarinet, trumpet, horn, trombone, and tuba. The flute/oboe combination
seemed to be one of the easier tasks and subjects were better able to tune the
flute to the oboe than vice versa. Tunks' study provided the basis for the selection of instruments in the present investigation.
In a study directly related to this investigation it was found that while every
subject was initially able to discriminate extreme examples of good versusbad
tone quality without accompaniment, preference for the same tones when accompanied became confused with intonation variables (Madsen & Geringer,
1976).
METHOD
Subjects in this study were randomly selected musicians (n = 240) and nonmusicians (n = 240). Musicians were defined as students enrolled within a
music program at the Florida State Universityor the Universityof Texas, Austin. Nonmusicians were defined as students not enrolled in a music degree
program or participating in a musical organization who had less than three
years of private or group music study during their public school experience.
Subjects listened to 24 duet performances(two randomized sets containing the
12 experimental conditions) and were asked to respond to each duet according
to the intonation and tone quality of the soloists. In order to determine any
noticeable differences in perception, subjects were asked to complete the form
in Figure 1.
The simple musical phrases containing quality differences and intonation
adjustingsfinally selected for experimental presentation included such songs as
"ErieCanal," "Laredo," and "JingleBells." Recordings were made using pro-
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fessionalperformerswho attempted to play as "musically"as possibleexcept in
regard to the parametersbeing investigated. Recordingswere made while each
performerviewed a chromatic stroboscopeso that the versionsselected for the
taped presentation could be such that all pitches were either close to equal
temperamentor purposefullysharpened50 cents. Basedon past research,flatted examples were intentionallyomitted. Also, the study was designed with an
unequal number of good/bad and sharp/in-tune trials. Bad quality performances were included in 66% of the trials, while only 33% contained sharpened performances.Final selectionswere within ? three cents. The final performances contained the 12 experimental conditions twice, each using 24
differentmelodies. A panel of four music-facultymembersconfirmedthe quality and intonation errorsof the final trials selected for testing (r = .98 agreements/ agreements plus disagreements).
Further, a seriesof harmonicanalysesweremade to ascertainthe differential
spectral characteristicsof the good/bad tone qualities. Performersproduced
what they consideredtheir best and worsttone qualities. Analysessampledfour
pitches from each musical excerpt and were made on a sound spectrograph.
The chief distinguishing feature between the two qualities and intonation
changes are shown in Figure 2.
The relative harmonic content (dB) for good and bad tone qualities was,
indeed, different. As can be seen from Figure2, the good flute qualityhas more
energyfor harmonicstwo to five, relativeto the poor quality, which has greater
energy on harmonics one, six, and seven. Note the shaded areas for the poor
quality on harmonics four to seven, indicating the presence of inharmonic
energy ("noise"). Figure 3 indicates differences between oboe good and bad
tone quality. The good oboe tone has much more energy at harmonic three (a
characteristicof oboe tones), and more acoustical strength for harmonics five
and six. The poor qualityhas a strongersecondharmonic, as well as substantial
energy at harmonic eight.
Subjectslistened to all recorded materials in small groups of 15-21 at both
institutions. Pilot investigations involving individual testing with individual
earphonesto ctontrolfor recordingimperfectionsand externalnoise distractons
did not indicate significant 'differencesfrom group presentations.
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Figure3--HarmonicContentof JudgedGoodversusBad OboeTone Quality
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RESULTS
Raw data consisted of the frequency of subjects' indications for performance-error categories. Seven performance categories were available for each
of the 24 melodies: sharp, flat, bad tone quality (oboe); sharp, flat, bad tone
quality (flute); or nothing. Subjectswere free to indicate as many categories of
error as were deemed appropriate. The studywas designed to have 66% quality
errors and only 33% intonation errors.
Table 1-Frequency Data for Musicians and Nonmusicians in Attributing
What Was Wrong With Oboe/Flute Duets
Musicians

1,014 Nothing

Oboe

Flute

1,812 Bad Quality
951 Bad Intonation (Sharp)
1,493 Bad Intonation (Flat)

2,386 Bad Quality
793 Bad Intonation (Sharp)
1,401 Bad Intonation (Flat)

Nonmusicians

1,168 Nothing

Oboe

Flute

1,198 Bad Quality
764 Bad Intonation (Sharp)
1,518 Bad Intonation (Flat)

1,925 Bad Quality
860 Bad Intonation (Sharp)
1,048 Bad Intonation (Flat)

Data were analyzed using the chi-square statistic with rejection of the null
hypothesis set at a significance level of .001. Where contingency tables were
partitioned into component parts, the conservativemethods outlined in Everitt
(1977, p. 44) were followed.
Analysisof the overall totals for the 12 experimental conditions (24 melodies)
indicates that subjects discriminated across the seven categories (X2 =
1962.66). As can be seen in Table 1, subjects responded differentially. There
was a significant difference between the music and nonmusic majors across
categories (X2 = 158.24). As would be expected, the music majors made more
correct discriminationsthan the nonmusic students (X2 = 136.15). Subjects at
the University of Texas did not differ from Florida State University students
across categories (X2 = 7.12, p < .3), in the number of correct/incorrect responses (X2 = .012, p < .99), or in any of the individual trials.
There was a significant difference in subjects'indications of total intonation
performance errors. There were 3,368 "sharp" responses (38%) and 5,460
"flat" responses (62%) (X2 = 495.75). This finding is consistent with prior
research. Music majors did not differ from nonmusic subjects in total indications of sharp versusflat (X2 = 1.26). Music students, however, differed from
nonmusic students by indicating that the oboe was sharp more frequently than
the flute (X2 = 18.98), while the nonmusic students' responses indicated the
oboe to be flat more frequently than the flute (X2 = 31.5). Both music and
nonmusic subjectsindicated the flute to have poor tone quality more often than
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the oboe (X2 = 157.85), although the music majors were less incorrect(X2 =
17.01) in quality discriminations.
Data for the performancecondition in which both instrumentswere in tune
and playing with good quality indicated that sujects discriminated between
correct and incorrect performances(X2 = 478.38). There were no differences
between institutions or between music majors and nonmusic majors.
Intonation Trials
When the flute was sharp, subjectsdid respond differentially(X2 = 23.61),
but there was no difference between correct and incorrectjudgments (X2 =
.202). Similarly, when the oboe was sharp, subjects responded differently
across categories (X2 = 39.72), but there was again no difference between
correct and incorrect intonation categories. Music majors tended to be more
accurate than nonmusic students (X2 = 11.78). When both instrumentswere
performing with good quality and the oboe was sharp, responses were not
statistically different across the response categories for oboe sharp (correct)
versus flute sharp (incorrect) versus responsesincorrectly attributing intonation errorsto tone qualityerrors(xt = 2.35). In other words,on the intonationerror trials, subjects responded differentially but not correctly.
Quality Trials
When the flute was played with poor tone quality, all subjectsdiscriminated
across categories (X2 = 506.10). Music majors discriminated correctly while
nonmusic students did not (X2 = 18.37). The poor tone quality oboe performance wasjudged differentlyacrosscategories(xt = 268.76) but judged incorrectlyas havingmore errorsof intonation by both music and nonmusicstudents
(X2 = 19.79). Again, for quality-erroronly trials, subjectsrespondeddifferentially acrosscategories, but identified quality errorsas being intonation errors
(with the one exception of music majorscorrectlydiscriminatingthe trial containing the flute bad quality). When both flute and oboe were playedwith poor
quality, subjects discriminated across categories(X2 = 341.68), were correct
more often than incorrect (x' = 70.69), and identified more quality than
intonation errors(X2= 113.99). Again music majorsweremore accuratethan
nonmusicians(X2= 12.86). Subjectscorrectlyidentified the flute poor quality
ten times more frequently than the oboe bad quality. Flute bad quality was
apparentlymore easily discriminatedthan oboe poor quality, particularlyfor
nonmusic majors.
Quality versus Intonation
When either the oboe or flute were performed with both sharp intonation
and poor quality, subjectswere correctmore often than incorrect(X2= 108.17
and 35.88 respectively).While there were no significant differences between
the total frequency of checked responses for both groups, music students
checked more correct responsesfor both the bad quality and bad intonation
categories. Nonmusic majors, however, gave more responsesto incorrectcategories (X2= 16.39, oboe; X2= 18.63, flute).
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When one instrument was performed with poor quality and the other instrument with sharp intonation, results were again consistent. Subjects were correct more often than not (X2 = 147.67 and 211.03), and discriminated across
categories (X2 = 179.43 and 223.92). Although sujects were as correct for the
quality trials as for the intonation trials, analysisof incorrectresponsesrevealed
that it was the intonation response categories that contained a significantly
greater proportion of errors (X2 = 42.78 and 17.24). Music majors tended to
have a higher proportion of correct responses, although not significantly (X =
2.43 and 4.39).
When both instruments performed with poor quality and one or the other
was sharp, subjects were correct more often than incorrect (X2 = 223.82 and
313.65). In both cases, subjects identified the flute poor quality more frequently than the oboe poor quality (X' = 31.0 and 15.5). Nonmusic majorshad
a higher proportion of incorrect responses (X2 = 17.12 and 47.43).
DISCUSSION
This study representsan attempt to combine intonation and tone quality in

order to investigatetheir interrelationship.Researcherswho are concerned
willimmediatelyrealizethe
withadequatelycontrollingstimuluspresentations
difficultiesin attemptingto investigatemorethanonevariablesimultaneously.
Eventhoughthe presentinvestigationis substantiatedby pastresearch(Mad-

sen & Geringer, 1976), care should be taken in interpreting current findings,
mainly because of limitations concerning the music examples used in the study.
Findings from this study are derived from only two performers (emphasizing
good versusbad quality/intonation) playing simple short duets. The size of the
sample seems adequate (n = 480), yet the validity regarding musical performance is based on limited musical selections. The study contained various
melodies, familiar and unfamiliar, performed with various tempi, phrasing,
and dynamics. While this would add some credence to the study, it raisesother
problems. Specifically, there is the possibilitythat subjectsdiscriminate quality
and intonation differently in familiar melodies. This is one of the many aspects
that needs additional research. Thus, to consider the present study as anything
more than exploratory would not be warranted.
Regardless, several apsects of the study seem interesting and warrant both
replication and additional investigation. Nearly all subjectsevidenced the ability to correctlyjudge the performancesthat were both in tune and played with
good quality. Furthermore,spectrographicanalysis, stroboscopicanalysis, and
a panel of experts corroboratedthe extreme differences between tone qualities
and intonation adjustments.Therefore, the magnitude of subjects'responsesin
not being able to discriminatewithin context is surprising.The most important
finding regarding the present study concerns subjects' ability to detect that
something was wrong within a musical example without being able to identify
specific factors.
As has been stated in previous research (Madsen & Geringer, 1976), two
areas of particular interest seem relevant to applied music instruction. Musically trained personslistening to music apparently exercise a minimum degree
of tone quality discrimination within a musical context. Music instructorsmay
be overemphasizingthe importance of certain aspects concerning tone quality
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in a performance setting by spending a good deal of time attempting to attain a
"musical" or expressive tone quality. If listeners cannot discriminate differences between a performer's best and worst tone qualities in context, as this
and other studies would tend to suggest, time would seem to be more profitably
used in the attainment of good intonation within and between soloist and accompanist/ensemble.
The second important finding concerns the determination of satisfactory

intonationin musicalperformance.
Manypastresearchstudieshavedealtwith
smalldifferencesin variablepitch. The presentstudysuggeststhat deviations
in intonationcan be as largeas 50 cents(.25 tone)betweensoloistsandyet in
musicalcontextbe confusedwith other considerations.Specifically,on the
basisof pastresearch,thepresentexperimentwasstructuredto exaggeratethis
50 centsoutof tune
sharp/flatdifferencebymakingthesharpaccompaniment
withno flatdiscrepancies
except,of course,bycomparison.Evenwiththiswide
difference,it shouldbe emphasizedthatsubjectscheckedflatmuchmorethan
sharp.Thistendencyappearsonlyto operatefordeviationson thesharpside.It
wouldappearthat evenwhensubjectsindicatea preferencefor tone quality
theyareactuallyrespondingto intonationvariables.Thispreferencewasindicated throughoutmostcomparisonsand warrantsfurtherinvestigation.
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